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a b s t r a c t 

Do minorities pay more than whites for similar housing? We revisit this important question using a rich 

new dataset that covers two million repeat-sales housing transactions drawn from four major metropoli- 

tan areas. Our analysis applies a repeat-sales framework, including house and neighborhood-by-time fixed 

effects to control for unobserved differences in the quality of homes and their associated neighborhoods. 

In contrast to most of the recent literature, we find that black and Hispanic homebuyers pay premia of 

around 2% on average across the four cities – differences not explained by variation in buyer income or 

access to credit. We also show black and Hispanic buyers pay more for housing regardless of the race 

or ethnicity of the seller, suggesting that the estimated premia are unlikely to be driven by a very direct 

form of racial prejudice. Our estimates have implications for the levels and persistence of racial differ- 

ences in home ownership, the segregation of neighborhoods, and the dynamics of wealth accumulation. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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. Introduction 

Whether blacks and Hispanics pay more than whites for sim-

lar houses remains a central concern in the literature studying

iscrimination in housing markets. For much of the 20th Century,

entralized (institutional) forms of racism such as mortgage redlin-

ng and restrictive covenants 1 not only gave rise to substantial

acial segregation in many American cities but also created hous-

ng shortages, and higher prices, in predominantly black neighbor-

oods within those cities ( Hirsch, 1978 ). In line with this view

f the effects of centralized discrimination, the pioneering empiri-
✩ We would like to thank Jeff Brown, Hanming Fang, Robert Kaestner, Ron 

aschever, Darren Lubotsky, Marie Mora, Ben Ost, Steve Rivkin, Jake Vigdor and 

eminar participants at the Harris School of Public Policy, the University of Illinois, 

ew College of Florida, Purdue University, Sciences Po, the University of Windsor, 

nd the AEA and IEA Meetings for helpful comments. Financial support is grate- 

ully acknowledged from the Research Sponsor Program of the Zell/Lurie Real Es- 

ate Center at Wharton, SSHRC , and the National Science Foundation through grant 

ES-0721136 . Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in 

his paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 

ational Science Foundation. All remaining errors are our own. 
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1 See Arrow (1998) for a personal reflection. 
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al study of Kain and Quigley (1975) found that blacks paid more

han whites for housing on opposite sides of boundaries dividing

egregated neighborhoods in St. Louis in 1970, and Cutler et al.

1999) established that blacks paid especially high housing prices

n the most segregated cities in 1950. 

By the end of the 20th Century, several landmark legal changes

elped to diminish the force of centralized discrimination signifi-

antly. 2 As a consequence, whether black and Hispanic households

ay more for comparable housing is no longer primarily a mat-

er of forced shortages and higher prices in segregated minority

eighborhoods but is instead a question of whether decentralized

iscrimination – by real estate agents, landlords, or sellers – serves

o drive up prices for black and Hispanic homebuyers. As Becker

1971) showed, any form of discrimination (whether centralized 

r decentralized) that effectively limits the set of housing choices

vailable to minorities should raise the prices they pay in equi-

ibrium. Yet, contrary to Becker’s prediction, most recent empirical

esearch has found the opposite result – that whites pay more for
2 That the role of centralized racism had diminished by the end of the 20th Cen- 

ury is supported by the findings of Cutler et al. (1999) , who show that the relation- 

hip between segregation and any racial price premia had effectively disappeared 

y 1990. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jue.2017.07.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jue
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jue.2017.07.004&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100000155
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/100000001
mailto:patrick.bayer@duke.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jue.2017.07.004
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comparable housing. 3 Properly measuring housing quality (which

is only coarsely captured by observed attributes) remains an ongo-

ing challenge in this literature, however, and it is unclear whether

these findings persist after accounting for unobserved differences

in housing quality. 

Taking up that challenge, the primary goal of this paper is to re-

visit the extent of racial and ethnic price differentials in the hous-

ing market, making use of a new panel dataset that allows us to

credibly isolate variation in sales prices for the same properties

within neighborhoods. The dataset is based on all housing trans-

actions that occurred in four major metropolitan areas – Chicago,

Baltimore/Washington DC (“Maryland” for short), Los Angeles, and

San Francisco – over a period spanning almost two decades, 1990–

2008. For each transaction, we observe precise information about

location and housing attributes, in addition to the sales price. We

then merge information relating to the buyer’s race, ethnicity, and

income with these transactions data by matching comprehensive

mortgage records, creating a rich dataset that includes over two

million repeat-sale transactions. Further, for over three quarters of

a million houses in our dataset that sell more than once, we can

also establish the race and ethnicity of the seller. 

With these data in hand, we estimate how the sales price

varies with the race or ethnicity of the buyer using a repeat-

sales approach. This controls explicitly for the unobserved qual-

ity of the individual house through the inclusion of house fixed

effects, thereby isolating racial/ethnic differences in sales prices

for comparable homes. 4 Our rich dataset also allows us to control

for time-varying neighborhood attributes in a flexible way using

neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. 

In contrast to virtually all recent research, our baseline results

indicate that black and Hispanic buyers pay a premium for com-

parable housing relative to white buyers in all four major city

markets. 5 These premia range between 1 and 3%; the average

estimated premium pooling across all four metropolitan areas is

around 1.6% for black buyers and 1.7% for Hispanic buyers. Due to

the large sample sizes involved, all of these estimates are very pre-

cise and significantly different from zero. 

The novel features of our dataset allow us to assess whether

these race/ethnic differentials might be attributable to other buyer

attributes affecting the home sales process. For each transaction,

we observe the buyer’s income reported on the mortgage appli-

cation as well as the down payment associated with the mort-

gage and the lender’s name. When we include controls for buyer’s

income and down payment in the repeat-sales specification de-

scribed above, the estimated premia for black and Hispanic buyers

increase, to an average of 2.1% for blacks and 2.2% for Hispanics.

When we add a complete set of lender fixed effects, which might

proxy for the buyer’s access to credit, the results in each city re-

main very similar, with the average premia remaining at around

2%. Thus it appears that the correlation of race and ethnicity with

financial considerations leads, if anything, to an underestimate of

the black and Hispanic premia in our initial analysis. 6 

Having established the existence of robust racial and ethnic

differentials in purchase prices, we next assess how these dif-

ferentials vary with the race and ethnicity of sellers. If racial
3 See, for example, Follain and Malpezzi (1981), Chambers (1992) , and Kiel and 

Zabel (1996 ). 
4 The study by Myers (2004) uses a similar approach, and is perhaps the closest 

in the literature to our paper. We discuss that work in some detail in Section III, 

along with other relevant prior studies. 
5 In addition to Myers (2004) , one exception is the study by Ihlanfeldt and May- 

ock (2009) . In their preferred specifications, they find evidence of racial/ethnic price 

premia, in line with the estimated premia in our study. 
6 We obtain qualitatively similar results in a host of additional specifications de- 

signed to test the robustness of these main findings in the face of concerns about 

the reliability of the data. 
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nimosity/prejudice is an important factor influencing seller be-

avior, we might expect sellers to favor buyers of their own race

r ethnicity in a systematic way (although the strength of this

rediction is mitigated by the presence of real estate agents and

he potentially limited information sellers might have about the

uyer). Against that, our results indicate that black and Hispanic

uyers pay a similar premium when buying from sellers of each

ace and ethnicity, and that (if anything) these premia are greater

hen blacks buy from blacks and Hispanics from Hispanics. These

esults help to rule out an especially direct form of racial preju-

ice, or any explanation that would lead sellers to favor buyers of

heir own race/ethnicity, as the primary explanation for the racial

rice differentials we find. 

Our analysis cannot isolate a single alternative explanation for

he estimated price premia paid by black and Hispanic buyers in

hese markets. Statistical discrimination might be motivated, for

xample, by the correlation of race with search costs or experi-

nce in real estate bargaining; and further research is needed to

etermine the extent to which a particular channel predominates. 7 

egardless of the ultimate explanation, however, our results show

hat black and Hispanic buyers pay more than their white counter-

arts in almost every purchase setting, and that robust racial dif-

erences in the price paid to buy a home – around 2% on average

n multiple large US markets – persist to the present day, long af-

er the most overt forms of institutional discrimination have been

liminated. Price differences of this magnitude have implications

ore generally for the levels and persistence of racial differences

n home ownership, neighborhood segregation, and the dynamics

f wealth accumulation. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section

 describes the dataset that we have constructed for our analysis.

ection 3 introduces our primary research design and relates it

o those used in previous studies seeking to infer racial price

ifferentials in housing markets. We present our main estimates in

ection 4 , and in Section 5 , explore whether racial prejudice

ight provide the primary explanation for these results. Section

 concludes, drawing out some implications of our analysis. 

. Data 

The dataset we have assembled combines information from

roprietary transactions data collected by a real estate monitor-

ng service, DataQuick , with publicly-available loan application reg-

stry information gathered under the Home Mortgage Disclosure

ct (HMDA). 8 The transactions dataset includes a complete cen-

us of housing transactions and is available for the San Francisco

nd Los Angeles metropolitan areas from 1990 to 2008, and for the

hicago metropolitan area and Baltimore-Washington DC corridor

n Maryland from 1997 to 2008. These cities are particularly use-

ul for studying racial and ethnic price differences because each

as a large and heterogeneous population of homebuyers. Data

n the transaction price, date of sale, loan amount, lender name,

nd house location are provided for each transaction. In addition,

nd important for our analysis, each property is characterized by

 unique identifier that makes it possible to track the longitudinal

ransactions history of each home. 

We match demographic information to individual homes by

sing the HMDA application registry files. The HMDA legislation

as enacted to monitor potential redlining and discriminatory

ending behavior. An important feature of this legislation is the
7 A recent alternative strand of literature, starting with Harding et al. (2003) , 

eeks to control for differences between buyers and sellers in terms of their (un- 

bserved) bargaining power. We describe findings from that line of research below. 
8 Detailed information about the HMDA legislation and the public-use data can 

e found at http://www.ffiec.gov . 

http://www.ffiec.gov
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Table 1 

Summary characteristics of the repeat-sales transactions dataset. 

Chicago San Francisco Maryland Los Angeles All-City 

Number of observations 382,389 535,286 278,221 925,622 2,121,518 

Repeat sales (proportions) 

Sold twice 0.75 0.57 0.72 0.55 0.61 

Sold three times 0.22 0.32 0.26 0.36 0.31 

Sold four or more times 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.09 0.08 

Buyer race (proportions) 

White 0.75 0.61 0.62 0.64 0.65 

Black 0.09 0.04 0.25 0.06 0.09 

Hispanic 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.11 0.08 

Asian and other 0.08 0.29 0.08 0.19 0.18 

Transaction type (proportions) 

White-to-white 0.60 0.47 0.52 0.43 0.48 

White-to-black 0.04 0.02 0.13 0.02 0.04 

White-to-Hispanic 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.12 0.08 

Black-to-black 0.03 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.02 

Black-to-white 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.02 

Black-to-Hispanic < 0.01 0.03 < 0.01 0.01 < 0.02 

Hispanic-to-Hispanic 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.06 

Hispanic-to-white 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 

Hispanic-to-black 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Other types 0.18 0.31 0.09 0.22 0.22 

Transaction statistics ($) 

Mean transaction price 220,737 380,258 227,944 306,974 299,557 

Median transaction price 182,500 312,500 190,0 0 0 239,0 0 0 240,935 

Mean income 86,558 120,489 88,188 106,434 104,005 

Median income 67,0 0 0 99,0 0 0 71,0 0 0 81,0 0 0 81,707 

Median down payment 27,500 78,0 0 0 22,0 0 0 48,500 4 8,6 83 

Notes : This table provides summary statistics for the main dataset used in the analysis. Data for 

Chicago and Maryland span the years 1997–2007, and for Los Angeles and San Francisco, the period 

1990–2007. ‘Transaction type’ refers to the race/ethnicity of those involved in the transaction (e.g. 

‘White-to-black’ refers to a white seller transacting with a black buyer). The transaction price is the 

actual recorded closing price of the home. ‘Income’ refers to reported income on the mortgage appli- 

cation. The bottom two panels of the table characterize transactions for all houses that sell a minimum 

of two times in the four metropolitan areas. 

( Sources : DataQuick and HMDA data.) 
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equirement that race/ethnicity and other pertinent demographic

nformation be recorded for each mortgage application. Hence,

e are able to retrieve from these data the race and income of

he buyer, transactions date, and the census tract of the home in

uestion for linkage purposes. 

Our housing transactions data for each city are then matched

ith the HMDA dataset using a sequential procedure on the basis

f four key variables: (i) census tract, (ii) loan amount, (iii) trans-

ction year, and (iv) lender name. 9 Overall, the match rate is high,

s shown in Data Appendix Table 1 – around 67% overall across

he four cities, with the percentage of homes matched in the four

ities ranging between 64% (Los Angeles) to 71% (Chicago). A frac-

ion of homes in the transactions dataset – around 13% overall

could not be matched because they were purchased with cash.

mong houses purchased with a home loan, match rates are much

igher. Around two thirds of such homes can be matched uniquely

n the basis of the four key matching variables (so-called “Per-

ect matches” in the Data appendix table), with city-level ‘perfect’

atch rates ranging between 64 and 72%. Empirical results pre-

ented below correspond to a dataset based on all matched homes,

hough our baseline results are shown to be robust when restrict-

ng to perfect matches. 

An observation in the matched dataset is a transaction involv-

ng a particular house at a given time. It includes the full set of

nformation provided for each transaction record by DataQuick , 10 
9 See the Data appendix for a detailed discussion of this procedure, including var- 

ous steps taken to clean the raw data. We also provide further details regarding the 

esulting match quality. 
10 Data Appendix Table A2 provides descriptive statistics comparing observable 

haracteristics of homes that could be matched (versus unmatched homes) – be- 

c

r

a

r

b

g

long with demographic and economic information about the

uyer drawn from HMDA. Further, tract-level Census data are

erged into the DataQuick -HMDA matched dataset to augment

he neighborhood-level characteristics available for our empirical

nalysis. 

The main estimating equation, described below, will include

ouse fixed effects. Thus, the effective sample for our study, which

ses a repeat-sales approach, consists of houses that sell at least

wice during the period. 11 Our repeat-sales sample includes over

uarter of a million transactions for Maryland, over a third of a

illion for Chicago, over half a million transactions for San Fran-

isco, and close to one million for Los Angeles, giving an overall

ample size of more than two million. 

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the observations in

ur repeat-sales sample relating to the attributes of buyers and

ellers, as well as housing transactions. 12 The table’s columns

eport statistics separately for each of the four metropolitan areas

nd for the “All-City” sample. The top panel in the table gives

he number of observations in the repeat-sales dataset and the

requency with which homes in each area sold two, three, or four

r more times, respectively – the three categories are exhaustive. 

n all four cities, houses that sold exactly twice make up easily the

ajority of observations. The second panel reports the distribution
ause of data constraints, just for Los Angeles and San Francisco. The table shows 

easonable balance across matched and unmatched samples. 
11 Our main sample excludes properties that have had major renovations based on 

 flag in the DataQuick assessor data. (See the Data appendix for more details.) 
12 Appendix Table A1 compares demographic and house characteristics for the 

epeat-sales and overall transaction datasets, showing the repeat-sales sample to 

e representative of the overall transactions sample, both in terms of buyer demo- 

raphic characteristics and statistics on housing transactions. 
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of buyer race and ethnicity. While the majority of buyers in each

city are white, there is considerable cross-city variation in buyer

race/ethnicity. For example, while only 4 percent of buyers are

black in San Francisco and 6% in Los Angeles, blacks constitute 25%

of buyers in Maryland. The fraction of Hispanic buyers is contrast-

ingly low there, at 5%, and higher – at 11% – in Los Angeles, while

the fraction of Asian (including ‘Other’ race/ethnicity) buyers is by

far the highest in San Francisco, at 29%. 

For homes that sell multiple times, we are able to character-

ize the race and ethnicity of the seller, beginning with the second

transaction observed in the dataset. 13 The third panel of Table 1 re-

ports transaction type – the distribution of sales in each metropoli-

tan area jointly by the race/ethnicity of the buyer and seller for

all transactions where both buyer and seller race/ethnicity are

recorded. In each metropolitan area, white-to-white transactions

are easily the most common pairing – between 43 and 60% of the

total across the four cities. There is, however, considerable vari-

ation in the composition of the remaining transactions in each

metropolitan area. Maryland has the highest fraction of inter-racial

transactions involving blacks and whites: white-to-black and black-

to-white transactions make up 13 and 6% of repeat sales, respec-

tively. In Chicago, white-to-black sales account for 4% of the total

while black-to-white transactions are less common (2% of all sales).

Transactions between whites and Hispanics, running in each direc-

tion, are reasonably common in Chicago, Maryland, and San Fran-

cisco and are still higher in Los Angeles. 

The bottom panel of Table 1 reports financial statistics relating

to housing transactions by metropolitan area for the repeat-sales

sample. 14 It shows that home prices are significantly higher, not

surprisingly, in the two Californian metropolitan areas, as are the

average incomes and median down payments of homebuyers. 

3. Research design: identification of racial and ethnic price 

differentials 

The research design that we implement makes use of the

unique structure of our dataset to shed light on racial and ethnic

differences in the price paid to purchase comparable housing. Our

primary approach can be summarized using the following regres-

sion equation, which relates the log price of transaction i for house

j in neighborhood n at time t to the buyer’s race/ethnicity as well

as a set of controls: 

ln 

(
p i jnt 

)
= raceeth _ buye r it γ + X i jt β + μ j + θnt + ε i jnt . (1)

Here, raceeth_buyer it is a vector of indicators for the race/ethnicity

of the buyer at time t , with white being the omitted category;

X ijt denotes a vector of observable house buyer characteristics for

transaction i involving house j at time t ; μj is a house-specific

fixed effect, and θnt denotes a set of neighborhood-by-time fixed

effects. The coefficient γ measures the average premium, if any,

paid by black and Hispanic buyers respectively relative to whites. 15 

Our goal is to measure any difference in the prices that buy-

ers of different races/ethnicities pay for comparable housing. As

we make clear in what follows, the inclusion of house fixed ef-

fects, μj , in Eq. (1) ensures that these parameters are identified

by comparing prices for houses for which buyer race or ethnicity

changes over successive transactions to those for which buyer race
13 The seller’s race/ethnicity is not observed for the first transaction in our repeat- 

sales sample; for the second transaction, it is equal to the buyer’s race/ethnicity for 

the first transaction (and so on for the third etc.). 
14 Appendix Table A2 offers a further comparison of house characteristics, for 

homes in the repeat-sales sample that sell twice versus three or more times. 
15 We also control for Asian and ‘Other’ races, though interpreting the correspond- 

ing coefficient is less clear because of the broad set of ethnicities falling under that 

umbrella. Those results are available upon request from the authors. 

i

t

w

t

D

i

i

nd ethnicity remains constant. The inclusion of neighborhood-by-

ime fixed effects ensures that these comparisons are made within

he same neighborhood during the same time period. 

To see how the effect of buyer’s race/ethnicity is identified in

his model, it is helpful to re-write Eq. (1) by differencing observa-

ions for a consecutive pair of transactions ( i , t ) and ( i’ , t’ ) involving

ouse j : 

n 

(
p i jnt 

)
− ln 

(
p i ′ jnt ′ 

)
= ( raceeth _ buye r it − raceeth _ buye r i ′ t ′ ) γ

+ 

(
X i jt − X i ′ jt ′ 

)
β + ( θnt − θnt ′ ) + ω i jnt (2)

otice that the house fixed effect drops out of Eq. (2) and that

now multiplies the difference in buyer race for transactions i

nd i’ . This term is, of course, equal to zero if the buyer’s race

oes not change between transactions, and thus those transactions

ontribute to the identification of the θ-parameters, which charac-

erize the pattern of price appreciation in neighborhood n . When

uyer race/ethnicity does change over successive transactions, the

ector of differenced buyer race/ethnicity variables is non-zero and

he γ vector is identified by comparing the price appreciation of

hese transactions relative to the baseline rate of appreciation in

he neighborhood. 

By way of a concrete example, consider a pair of neighboring

ouses that both sold initially to white buyers in 1999 and which

oth sell again in 2006, though this time to a black and white

uyer, respectively. In this instance, the estimated racial difference

n prices would be identified by the difference in price apprecia-

ion between the two sales. If, for instance, the price paid by the

hite buyer in 2006 implied an appreciation rate of 50% and the

rice paid by the black buyer implied an appreciation rate of 55%,

e would infer that the black buyer paid a 5% premium. Averaging

hese differences across the full set of comparable houses in the

ataset provides the basis for identifying the buyer race/ethnicity

arameters in Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ). 

A potential concern with the research design captured by

q. (1) , and one that applies to the entire existing literature,

s that the homes purchased by buyers of different races may

ave experienced different rates of appreciation within the same

eighborhood or undergone differential amounts of renovation or

aintenance during the holding period of the previous owner.

f buyers of one race, for example, tend to buy houses that are

ore likely to have been improved over the previous holding

eriod, this would bias the buyer race parameters. In essence,

he appreciation associated with these improvements would be

istakenly attributed to the race of the buyer. Because white

uyers have significantly higher levels of income and wealth than

lack and Hispanic buyers, we would generally expect whites

o be systematically more likely to buy improved or especially

ell-maintained houses – that is, improved or well-maintained in

ays not observed by the econometrician. 16 If this were indeed

he case, the estimated γ parameters would understate the actual

remia paid by blacks and Hispanics relative to whites. We address

his potential concern below by using the detailed assessor records

ssociated with each housing transaction in the dataset. 17 
16 Another possibility is that wealthier white sellers may be more likely to have 

mproved their properties, leading to an upward bias in the estimates of the premia 

hat white sellers receive in the analysis below, conditioning on seller race/ethnicity. 
17 In particular, the records for most homes include an assessor flag that indicates 

hether there has been a major renovation of the home and when such a renova- 

ion occurred. We drop homes involving major renovations from the main sample. 

oing so has a negligible impact on the parameter estimates, indicating that there 

s little within-neighborhood correlation between race/ethnicity and major housing 

mprovements/maintenance to confound our estimates. (Estimates based on a sam- 

ple that retains such homes are available on request.) 
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.1. Relation to prior studies of price differentials in the housing 

arket 

To estimate price differentials in the housing market, ideally

ne would (as noted in the Introduction) like to compare the price

hat buyers of different races/ethnicities would pay for identical

roperties. Much of the previous literature has pursued this strat-

gy by comparing the prices of homes purchased in the same

eighborhood at around the same time. The pioneering stud-

es that developed and implemented this approach ( King and

ieszkowski, 1973; Kain and Quigley, 1975; Yinger, 1978 ) found

hat minorities paid a premium for comparable housing. In con-

rast, subsequent analyses based on larger samples, notably by

ollain and Malpezzi (1981), Chambers (1992) and Kiel and Zabel

1996) , found statistically significant discounts for black buyers rel-

tive to whites. These latter studies were still constrained by the

ize and nature of the datasets available to researchers at the time,

imiting the researchers’ ability to control for unobserved differ-

nces in house quality within neighborhoods. Given their higher

verage levels of income and wealth, it would not be surprising

f white buyers generally purchased higher quality housing within

he same neighborhood, potentially leading to a spurious finding

hat white buyers pay a ‘premium’ for housing. By including house

xed effects in Eq. (1) , we address this issue directly. 

In this regard, our approach is related to specifications reported

n Myers (2004) that include house fixed effects, estimated with

ata from three waves of the American Housing Survey, and sup-

lemented with special neighbors’ samples. Myers finds evidence

hat blacks pay premia for their homes of around 10% relative

o whites, although the estimates are significant only at the 10%

evel. 18 Another recent study, by Ihlanfeldt and Mayock (2009) , ex-

mines price differentials by race, first estimating a ‘traditional’

pecification that controls for detailed structural characteristics and

lock-group fixed effects using data from 20 metropolitan areas in

lorida. As in much of the prior literature using that general ap-

roach, Ihlanfeldt and Mayock find evidence of price discounts for

on-white buyers, and argue that the correlation between race and

nobserved property characteristics may bias the estimated race

oefficients downwards. 19 It is precisely this potential bias that the

nclusion of house fixed effects in our analysis is designed to elim-

nate. 

Relative to Myers (2004) , our analysis offers two main advan-

ages. The first is that we have a complete census of housing trans-

ctions in major metropolitan areas over a long period of time, in-

luding many houses that sell to buyers of different races or eth-

icities. Large numbers of such ‘switches’ in the race/ethnicity of

he buyer are needed to identify racial/ethnic differences in pric-

ng when house fixed effects are included in the analysis. We ef-

ectively have multiple orders of magnitude more data, and this

llows us to estimate racial/ethnic price differences far more pre-

isely and to characterize how they vary across sellers, neighbor-

oods, and market conditions. The second main advantage of our

esearch design involves the inclusion of neighborhood-by-time

xed effects that effectively control for time-varying factors in each

eighborhood that might influence prices. Again, it is the sheer
18 Myers’ sample consists of just under 22,0 0 0 observations. She notes that a 

arger sample would increase the precision of fixed effects estimates reported in 

he paper, as more changes in the race/ethnicity of home owners would then be 

ikely. 
19 Because of the likely bias associated with the traditional approach, Ihlanfeldt 

nd Mayock (2009) then implement as their preferred estimator an approach put 

orward in Harding et al. (2003) designed to account for differences in buyer and 

eller bargaining power. Applying that approach using their Florida data, they find 

vidence of racial price premia; our findings below are consistent with their esti- 

ates. In Section 6 , we discuss findings reported in the Harding et al. paper, as they 

re relevant when interpreting our main results. 
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ize and scope of our dataset that allows us to control for such

eighborhood dynamics in this especially flexible way. 

. Main results 

We now present the main results of our analysis. For contrast,

e begin by reporting estimates of versions of Eq. (1) that leave

ut the house and/or neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. Compar-

ng our final model (1) with such restricted specifications provides

 clear demonstration of the importance of the additional con-

rols when estimating racial/ethnic differences in purchase prices

or comparable housing. We then add controls that proxy for other

spects of the buyer’s financial position – income, down-payment,

nd lender fixed effects – to examine whether the differences es-

imated in our baseline specification might be proxying for these

nancial considerations, which are correlated with race/ethnicity,

ather than the buyer’s race/ethnicity itself. 

.1. Baseline results 

Table 2 reports baseline results for black-white and Hispanic-

hite price differentials from the estimation of Eq. (1) . The table

eports results for each metropolitan area and for all four cities

ombined, organized into two panels: Panel A presents the rele-

ant black premium (or discount) coefficient and Panel B presents

he Hispanic coefficient for each specification. In each case, the co-

fficient measures the difference in transaction price relative to a

on-Hispanic white buyer. 

Each panel reports results from four specifications in turn. The

rst controls for neither house nor neighbor-by-time fixed effects.

ot surprisingly, the parameter estimates in this case are uniformly

egative and large in magnitude, as black and Hispanic buyers pur-

hase substantially less expensive properties than white buyers in

ach metropolitan area. 

The second column of each panel reports parameter estimates

or a specification that includes neighborhood-by-time fixed effects

ut does not include house fixed effects. This specification com-

ares more closely to the specifications typically reported in much

f the existing literature and as found there, the parameter esti-

ates reported in column (2) remain negative in almost every in-

tance, the precise zero for Los Angeles being the exception. Pool-

ng across the cities, the estimated black-white and Hispanic-white

rice differentials for the full sample are −0.015 and −0.003, re-

pectively, giving no indication that black or Hispanic buyers pay

ore for comparable housing than their white counterparts. 

The specification reported in the third column of Table 2 in-

ludes house fixed effects, while the one reported in the fourth

olumn controls simultaneously for both house and neighborhood-

y-time fixed effects. Comparing the parameter estimates reported

n column (4) – our preferred specification – in each panel with

hose in columns (1) and (2), it is immediately obvious that the

nclusion of house fixed effects flips the sign on the estimated

rice differentials from negative to positive in every sample for

oth black and Hispanic buyers. The estimated price differentials

or black and Hispanic buyers in fourth column for the All-City

ample are 0.016 and 0.017, respectively. 20 There is some varia-

ion in the estimated price differentials across cities. The estimated

lack-white price differential is highest in Chicago (2.9%), and the

altimore area (1.6%), while estimates range between 1.1–1.3% in
20 Due to computational constraints associated with the size of the overall sample 

nd the two-dimensional nature of the fixed-effect models, we construct the pooled 

ll-city estimates and associated standard errors for our preferred specifications by 

ombining the individual city estimates using the variance-weighted least squares 

pproach described in Becker and Wu (2007) . 
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Table 2 

Racial/ethnic housing price differentials – baseline results. 

Panel A: Black-white differential Panel B: Hispanic-white differential 

Location (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) Obs. 

Chicago −0.491 −0.007 0.014 0.029 −0.231 −0.013 −0.010 0.015 382,389 

[0.002] [0.006] [0.005] [0.005] [0.002] [0.005] [0.005] [0.003] 

San Francisco −0.392 −0.021 −0.001 0.011 −0.241 −0.014 0.034 0.028 535,286 

[0.003] [0.004] [0.004] [0.003] [0.002] [0.004] [0.003] [0.003] 

Maryland −0.294 −0.025 0.012 0.016 −0.12 −0.004 0.037 0.024 278,221 

[0.002] [0.006] [0.005] [0.003] [0.003] [0.006] [0.006] [0.005] 

Los Angeles −0.381 −0.011 −0.002 0.013 −0.294 0.002 0.006 0.011 925,622 

[0.002] [0.003] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] 

All-City −0.389 −0.015 0.001 0.016 −0.238 −0.003 0.010 0.017 2,121,518 

[0.004] [0.005] [0.004] [0.003] [0.005] [0.004] [0.005] [0.003] 

Additional controls included: 

Time Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

House fixed effects No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 

Tract x time fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Notes: Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. The estimates for each city are derived from a regression of log transaction price on 

race indicators and other variables. The specifications reported show the impact of including a set of house fixed effects and/or a set 

of neighborhood-by-time fixed effects on the estimated differentials. 

Table 3 

Racial/ethnic housing price differentials – adding buyer and lender controls. 

Panel A: Black-white differential Panel B: Hispanic-white differential 

Location (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) Obs. 

Chicago 0.029 0.035 0.034 0.015 0.023 0.023 382,389 

[0.005] [0.005] [0.006] [0.003] [0.003] [0.005] 

San Francisco 0.011 0.021 0.019 0.028 0.032 0.034 535,286 

[0.003] [0.004] [0.005] [0.003] [0.004] [0.005] 

Maryland 0.016 0.026 0.024 0.024 0.032 0.029 278,221 

[0.004] [0.004] [0.006] [0.005] [0.005] [0.006] 

Los Angeles 0.013 0.017 0.016 0.011 0.015 0.013 925,622 

[0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] 

All-City 0.016 0.021 0.020 0.017 0.022 0.019 2,121,518 

[0.003] [0.003] [0.004] [0.003] [0.003] [0.004] 

Additional controls included: 

House fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Tract x time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Buyer attributes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Lender fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. The estimates are derived from a regression of log transac- 

tion price on race indicators and other variables. The ‘Buyer attributes’ include buyer income and buyer down 

payment percentage and squares of these variables. ‘Lender fixed effects’ consist of indicators for large individ- 

ual lenders in each market and one indicator for small lenders. The All-City estimates are constructed using 

the procedure described in Becker and Wu (2007) . The column (1) estimates in each panel are taken from the 

corresponding column (4) of Table 2 . 
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21 It is worth noting that the buyer’s down payment percentage may be endoge- 

nous if, for example, black and Hispanic buyers tend to put down more than com- 

parably wealthy whites to overcome potential discrimination on the part of sellers. 
22 Lender fixed effects do not provide a perfect proxy for the credit worthiness 

of the borrower, due to the substantial amount of within-lender variation and the 

possibility that minority borrowers are positively selected within-lender due to 

discrimination in the mortgage market. A good deal of useful information is 
the other two cities. The estimated Hispanic-white price differen-

tial is in the 2.4–2.8% range for Maryland and San Francisco, 1.5%

for Chicago, and 1.1% for the Los Angeles area. 

4.2. Controlling for other buyer attributes 

The baseline results presented in Table 2 provide strong sta-

tistical evidence that black and Hispanic buyers pay more than

whites do for comparable housing. It could be, however, that race

is simply correlated with other buyer attributes that affect the

home sales process. To assess this possibility, Table 3 presents

results from additional specifications that control for various as-

pects of the buyer’s financial position, including buyer income, the

down payment percentage, and a set of lender fixed effects. As

mentioned previously, the buyer’s financial position might be cor-

related with the sales price for a number of reasons, including

the ability to secure mortgage financing and differences in search

costs. Because some lenders specialize in high-priced or subprime

loans, the inclusion of lender fixed effects proxies for the buyer’s

credit-worthiness. 

For reference, the first column in each panel of Table 3 repeats

the specification in column (4) of Table 2 , which controls for house
nd neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. The specification reported

n column (2) adds controls for measures of the buyer’s income

nd down payment percentage as well as second-order polyno-

ial terms in these buyer attributes. 21 The coefficients for both the

lack-white and Hispanic-white differentials increase in a relatively

niform way for each city with the inclusion of these controls. As

hown in the bottom row, the black-white gaps increase from 1.6

o 2.1% for the full sample, while the Hispanic-white gaps increase

rom 1.7 to 2.2%. Column (3) reports results for a specification that

dds lender fixed effects to the specification in column (2). The in-

lusion of these lender controls has a negligible impact on the esti-

ates in each sample, and the ‘All-City’ estimated price premia for

lacks and Hispanics are similar and very precisely-estimated: 2%

or blacks and 1.9% for Hispanics. 22 Taken as a whole, the results
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Table 4 

Robustness of premia across different subsamples. 

Panel A: Black-white differential Panel B: Hispanic-white differential 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Baseline Perfect matches 

only 

Pre-2004 

transactions 

only 

Dropping all 

subprime 

Baseline Perfect matches 

only 

Pre-2004 

transactions 

only 

Dropping all 

subprime 

All-city estimate 0.021 0.024 0.019 0.023 0.022 0.023 0.018 0.017 

[0.003] [0.005] [0.003] [0.005] [0.003] [0.005] [0.003] [0.003] 

Additional controls included: 

House fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Tract x time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Buyer attributes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 2,121,518 970,696 1,508,724 1,685,975 2,121,518 970,696 1,508,724 1,685,975 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. Estimates are derived from a regression of log transaction price on race indicators, individual controls, and various fixed 

effects. The relevant subsample is listed in the column heading. Estimates in column (1) of each panel are drawn from the corresponding column (2) of Table 3 . Column (2) 

retains only transactions that can be matched perfectly (according to our matching procedure - see Data appendix). Column (3) uses only pre-2004 transactions, before the 

subprime boom. Column (4) drops all transactions originated by subprime lenders, as defined by the HUD Subprime and Manufactured lender list (see http://www.huduser. 

org/portal/datasets/manu.html ). 
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Table 5 

Heterogeneity in racial/ethnic price differentials based on initial neighborhood 

racial composition. 

All-city estimates 

Neighborhood percent white 

Baseline: > 0.0 > 0.5 > 0.8 

Black 0.021 0.028 0.029 

[0.005] [0.005] [0.009] 

Hispanic 0.022 0.018 0.010 

[0.003] [0.003] [0.005] 

Other buyer attributes Yes Yes Yes 

House fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Tract x time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 2,121,518 1,342,550 498,097 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. Estimates are derived from a re- 

gression of log transaction price on race indicators, a set of house fixed effects and 

a set of neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. ‘Other buyer attributes’ include income 

quartile indicators and a down payment percentage polynomial. ‘Baseline’ estimates 

in column (1) of each panel are drawn from the corresponding column (2) of 

Table 3 . ‘ > 0.5’ refers to a sample that includes neighborhoods initially greater than 

50% non-Hispanic white. ‘ > 0.8’ refers to neighborhoods initially greater than 80% 

non-Hispanic white. 
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n  
resented in Table 3 provide clear and consistent evidence that the

orrelation of race and financial considerations does not lead to an

ver-estimate of the magnitude of racial price differentials. 23 

.3. Robustness 

Table 4 presents estimates for three additional specifications

esigned to explore the robustness of our main price-premium

ndings. The first column in each panel shows the baseline re-

ults (all-city estimates that include house fixed effects, tract-by-

ime fixed effects, and buyer attributes) from column (2) of Table

 . The second column restricts the sample to observations with

perfect’ DataQuick -HMDA matches. As explained in the Data sec-

ion, these are the matches for which we are very confident about

he race/ethnicity of buyers and sellers, given that we are able to

atch observations in DataQuick with HMDA uniquely, on the basis

f census tract, year, lender’s name and loan amount. Since about

5–60% of the overall housing transactions data are ‘high-quality’

atches with HMDA, the number of repeat-sales observations used

n the specifications reported in column (2) drops, by more than

0%. Yet the estimates are still very precisely estimated, and are

ven larger in magnitude compared with the full repeat-sales sam-

le: blacks and Hispanics now pay approximately 2.3 or 2.4% pre-

ia for comparable houses. 

The next two columns in each panel shed light on whether our

stimates are dependent on the composition of buyers and, in par-

icular, whether they might be driven by the set of buyers drawn

nto the housing market by relatively easy access to credit in the

ousing boom of the mid-20 0 0s. In the third column of each panel,

e restrict the sample to pre-2004 transactions, which occurred

efore the peak years of the last housing cycle when subprime

ortgage activity began to pick up. Even though point estimates

re slightly smaller than the baseline, namely 0.019 for blacks and

.018 for Hispanics, they are not statistically different from those

ased on the full sample. In column (4), we drop all subprime
vailable in the across-lender variation, however, as substantial sorting occurs 

cross lenders on the basis of credit-worthiness. In essence, our analysis considers 

hether such variation can explain the estimated racial and ethnic price differen- 

ials. If we had found that controlling for lender fixed effects cut these differentials 

ignificantly, for instance, this would be highly suggestive that the racial and eth- 

ic price differentials were due primarily to issues related to credit-worthiness. But 

his is not what we find. 
23 A potential explanation for this finding is that individuals with higher levels of 

ncome and wealth have higher search costs due to having a higher value of time. 

s a result, conditioning on income and wealth – both highly correlated with race 

would lead to larger estimates of racial/ethnic price premia. 

p  

f  

m  

o  

a  

S

o

o

m

oans. 24 Again, the estimated magnitudes are quite similar to those

n the baseline model, increasing slightly for the black-white gap

nd shrinking slightly for the Hispanic-white gap. Overall, these fi-

al two specifications indicate that the estimated price premium

y race/ethnicity is not a recent occurrence driven completely by

ither the frenzy associated with the recent housing boom or sub-

rime lending. 25 

.4. Neighborhood demographic composition 

Table 5 examines how the premium paid varies with the initial

on-Hispanic white composition across neighborhoods, again re-

orting results for the All-City sample. Turning first to the pattern

or black buyers, shown in the first row, the black premium re-

ains high across the different categories of neighborhood (based

n initial percent white), rising somewhat with the white percent-

ge. The fact that the premium paid by black homebuyers remains
24 We define subprime loans based on the HUD classification of subprime lenders. 

ee Ferreira and Gyourko (2015) for more information about this classification and 

ther proxies for subprime borrowing. 
25 In an additional specification, we included controls for the order of transactions 

ver the observation period. Including these controls had a small impact: the esti- 

ated premia were both qualitatively and quantitatively similar. 

http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/manu.html
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Table 6 

Heterogeneity in racial/ethnic price differentials based on seller’s race. 

White seller Black seller Hispanic seller Obs. 

Approach 1 557,815 

Black buyer 0.017 0.033 0.026 

[0.005] [0.01] [0.009] 

Hispanic buyer 0.018 0.022 0.030 

[0.004] [0.008] [0.009] 

White buyer – 0.015 −0.001 

[0.010] [0.005] 

Approach 2 2,121,518 

Black buyer 0.015 0.033 0.021 

[0.006] [0.018] [0.011] 

Hispanic buyer 0.020 0.032 0.033 

[0.005] [0.016] [0.005] 

White buyer – −0.002 0.006 

[0.010] [0.005] 

Approach 3 2,121,518 

Black buyer 0.019 0.038 0.025 

[0.005] [0.014] [0.011] 

Hispanic buyer 0.018 0.027 0.033 

[0.003] [0.008] [0.005] 

White buyer – 0.008 −0.001 

[0.010] [0.005] 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. Estimates are derived from a re- 

gression of log transaction prices on race indicators and other variables, includ- 

ing buyer income and down-payment percentage. Each regression includes a set 

of house fixed effects and a set of neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. All compar- 

isons are relative to a white-to-white transaction. Estimates are reported for three 

alternative specifications, described as ‘Approach 1,’ ‘Approach 2,’ and ‘Approach 3’ 

in the table. 
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high suggests that it is likely a consequence of a market-wide

mechanism. 

A rather different pattern emerges for Hispanic buyers. In par-

ticular, the estimated Hispanic premium diminishes as we restrict

attention to neighborhoods with higher fractions of non-Hispanic

whites. One possible explanation for this declining pattern is that

the Hispanic buyers in predominantly white neighborhoods may

be systematically different from those who purchase homes in

more racially diverse neighborhoods. Recent immigrants, for ex-

ample, may be less likely to buy homes in predominantly white

neighborhoods. 

5. Heterogeneity by race and ethnicity of seller 

Next, we present a series of results that characterize how the

black and Hispanic price differentials we have estimated vary by

the race and ethnicity of the seller. 26 We begin by decomposing

the estimated premia by the race/ethnicity of both the buyer and

seller. 27 To that end, we expand Eq. (1) to include a full set of in-

teractions between buyer and seller race/ethnicity: 

ln 

(
p i jnt 

)
= ( raceeth _ sel l er × raceeth _ buyer ) it λ

+ X i jt β + μ j + θnt + ε i jnt , (3)

reporting all of the estimated premia, λ, relative to white-to-white

transactions. Again, for expositional purposes, it is helpful to con-

sider a differenced version of Eq. (3) , comparing transactions for

the same house at time t versus time t’ : 

l n 

(
p i jnt 

)
− l n 

(
p i ′ jnt ′ 

)
= (raceeth _ s × raceeth _ b it − raceeth _ s 

×raceeth _ b i ′ t ′ ) λ + 

(
X i jt − X i ′ jt ′ 

)
β + ( θnt − θnt ′ ) + ω i jnt . (4)

Because seller’s race is unobserved for the first transaction involv-

ing each house in our repeat-sales sample (as noted above), we

consider three alternative approaches to estimating Eq. (4) . All

three approaches yield quite similar point estimates for the key

parameters of interest, λ. 

Our first approach involves restricting the sample to observa-

tions from homes that sell at least three times, dropping the first

transaction for each of these houses (given that the seller’s race

is unknown) from the analysis. These results are reported as ‘Ap-

proach 1’ in Table 6 . As one might expect, this approach reduces

the number of observations in the sample substantially, entirely

eliminating houses that sell only twice and cutting in half the

number of observations in Eq. (4) for houses that sell three times.

As a result, the neighborhood-by-time effects, θ , are not very pre-

cisely estimated, leading to less precise estimates of our main co-

efficients, λ. 

In order to estimate the neighborhood-by-time effects more

precisely, our two alternative approaches make use of the full

repeat-sales sample to identify the pattern of price appreciation

at the neighborhood level, while simultaneously making sure that

observations that are missing the seller’s race are not used to pin

down the estimates of λ. On that basis, our second approach cre-

ates a new category for seller’s race that equals one if it is un-

observed. We then simply include interactions of this unobserved

seller race category with the appropriate buyer race for the first

transaction observed for each house. We treat the coefficients on

interactions that involve sellers of unknown race and buyers of

each race as nuisance parameters. The advantage of this approach
26 We use the term “seller” to refer to the actual owner or the owner’s selling 

agent. Due to data limitations, we are not able to distinguish when the seller em- 

ploys the services of an agent. 
27 This test bears some resemblance to the test for racial profiling proposed by 

Anwar and Fang (2006) and Close and Mason (2007) . 
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ver the first is that it allows all of the consecutive pairs of trans-

ctions to help identify the neighborhood-by-time fixed effects;

hese results are shown as ‘Approach 2’ in Table 6 . 

For our third approach, we estimate Eq. (4) for all consecutive

airs of transactions for each house j in the repeat-sales sample,

ut for the first pair of transactions for house j , we simply set the

uyer-seller race difference (i.e., the first term on the right hand

ide of Eq. (4) ) to zero. This is our preferred approach because

ouses that sell only twice, for example, are helpful in obtaining

 much more precise estimate of price appreciation patterns by

eighborhood, but do not contribute directly to the identification

f λ. The results from this preferred approach are shown as ‘Ap-

roach 3’ in Table 6 . 

Each reported coefficient in Table 6 represents the price dif-

erential associated with each buyer-seller race/ethnicity combina-

ion relative to a white-to-white transaction for the All-City sam-

le. The buyer’s race/ethnicity is indicated in the row heading and

he seller’s race/ethnicity is indicated in the column heading. Thus,

omparing results across rows shows how the sales price varies

ith buyer’s race/ethnicity for sellers of the race/ethnicity given in

he column heading. Comparing the row-average of the price dif-

erentials for buyers of different races is, in essence, the focus of

ables 2 and 3 . In contrast, when examining the results presented

n Table 6 , we focus on comparing across columns. Doing so shows

ow the sales price for each type of buyer varies with the seller’s

ace/ethnicity. 

The results in the table reveal a clear, consistent pattern across

he three approaches, implying that black and Hispanic buyers

ay a premium that is at least as large when purchasing from

lack and Hispanic sellers (relative to white sellers). These results

ere foreshadowed to some extent by those presented in Table 5 ,

hich showed that the Hispanic price premia in particular were no

arger in predominantly white neighborhoods than in those with a

maller share of non-Hispanic whites. 

Examining the results in more detail for our preferred specifica-

ion – Approach 3 – a black buyer, on average, pays a premium of
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round 1.9% when buying from a white seller, compared to 3.8%

nd 2.5% when buying from black and Hispanic sellers, respec-

ively. Similarly, Hispanic buyers pay a premium of 1.8% when pur-

hasing from white sellers (relative to white buyers), but slightly

ore when buying from black and Hispanic sellers. The results for

hite buyers also paint a similar picture, revealing that purchase

rice is not a function of the seller’s race and ethnicity. None of

he differences across seller race and ethnicity are significantly dif-

erent from zero for buyers of each race and ethnicity in each of

he three specifications. 

Taken as a whole, the results presented in Table 6 provide

trong evidence that the price differentials for black and Hispanic

uyers reported in Tables 2 and 3 are at least as large for sellers

f the same race or ethnicity. Put slightly differently, they also im-

ly that, conditional on buyer attributes, existing homeowners of

ach race and ethnicity do equally well (on average) when they

ell their homes. 

. Mechanisms and interpretation 

The magnitude and robust nature of the estimated racial/ethnic

remia constitute strong evidence that black and Hispanic house-

olds pay more than their white counterparts when purchasing

omparable homes. The existence of these price differentials natu-

ally raises the question of whether they result from a form of dis-

rimination on the part of sellers or arise due some other aspect

f the home buying process that differs by buyer race/ethnicity.

e take up this question in the current section by discussing the

inds of mechanism that might be consistent with the complete

et of results reported in Sections 4 and 5 . 

The notion that discriminatory behavior is ongoing in housing

arkets is uncontroversial. Audit studies provide compelling evi-

ence to this effect, offering a particularly powerful strategy for

etecting signs of discriminatory behavior in housing. Generally

peaking, such studies aim to test for discrimination by sending in-

ividuals of different races or ethnicities, matched as well as pos-

ible on other characteristics, to inquire about housing units either

or sale or rent. Using this approach, Yinger (1986) and Ondrich

t al. (2003) find direct evidence of the discriminatory treatment

f minority buyers and renters along a number of dimensions. In

articular, they uncover evidence of statistical discrimination likely

temming from uncertainty about black potential buyers’ ability to

ut forward successful bids. They find, for example, that agents do

ot increase their effort in response to higher sales prices and that

here is substantial steering of blacks to homes with fewer features

han they request. These findings suggest that agents may be skep-

ical of the ability of blacks to purchase more expensive homes. If

uch beliefs are pervasive, one can imagine a situation where, con-

itional on choosing a particular house, blacks may need to submit

igher bids than observationally equivalent whites in order to be

aken seriously. 

While audit studies provide a powerful way to identify the per-

asiveness of exclusion and steering in the market, they yield little

vidence about transactions that are actually consummated. 28 , 29 
28 A recent paper by Hanson et al. (2016) does use a matched–pair email corre- 

pondence experiment combined with HMDA data to present evidence on mortgage 

ricing discrimination by race. 
29 Another limitation of audit studies is that they require all participants to behave 

dentically, despite the fact that participants are likely aware of the goals of the 

tudy. To address this concern, Hanson and Hawley (2011) use email communication 

nvolved with online apartment listings, signaling race through the use of names 

hat are predominantly used by either white or black parents. Another interesting 

ecent paper by Ewens et al. (2014) uses a similar approach to distinguish between 

rejudice and statistical discrimination as explanations for call-back behavior. Their 

esults point to statistical discrimination rather than prejudice being the most likely 

xplanation for landlord behavior – broadly consistent with our findings. 

i

i

p

i

r

t

w

i

d
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his matters both because audit studies may miss aspects of

iscrimination that occur through price negotiation/determination

nd because it is difficult to gauge the ultimate impact of the ob-

erved exclusion or steering on housing outcomes ( Goldberg, 1996;

inger, 1998 ). 30 Conversely, a limitation of studies such as ours

hat focus on the pricing of observed transactions is that they miss

xactly the kinds of effects that steering and exclusion have on

he choice of homes captured by audit studies. It is worth not-

ng that sellers may observe potential buyer race/ethnicity im-

erfectly. While sellers certainly have numerous channels through

hich they can learn about the race of potential buyers, includ-

ng meeting them in person, making inferences based on their

ame or current address, or through communication with the sell-

rs’ agents, there is still the possibility that sellers are unaware of

he racial/ethnic background of potential buyers. Notwithstanding

hese concerns, in combination, the two approaches for detecting

igns of discriminatory behavior in consumer markets complement

ach other neatly. 

One potential explanation for the estimated price differentials

s that they reflect differences in financial standing and access to

redit when comparing black and Hispanic homebuyers with their

hite counterparts. It is indeed possible that sellers may have ac-

ess to more information than simply the offer made by the buyer.

n all of the areas under study, a typical financing-contingent of-

er includes some information regarding intended down payment.

n addition, depending on the degree of competition for the home,

here are likely to be cases where buyers reveal more information

bout their financial standing than would typically be included in a

ortgage application, including job and salary information as well

s the size of any 401k and other brokerage accounts, to assure

ellers that they have a high probability of obtaining the requisite

nancing. 31 That possibility duly noted, the findings in Table 3 cast

oubt on the importance of such financial factors. As already dis-

ussed, when we condition on key proxies for financial standing –

ncome, down payment, and lender fixed effects – the differentials

ither increase or are unaffected. 

Just as financial factors are unlikely to provide the principal

xplanation for these differentials, there is little evidence, in line

ith the conclusions of Cutler et al. (1999) and Clapp and Ross

2004) , supporting the view that racial animus or prejudice ex-

rcised exclusively and directly by white homeowners serves as

 primary explanation. 32 The results in Table 6 suggest that His-

anic and black sellers selling to non-white buyers obtain premia

s large or larger than white sellers obtain. Such evidence does

ot, of course, rule out the possibility that all sellers, regardless of

ace of ethnicity, discriminate against black and Hispanic buyers.

oreover, while the arms-length nature of agent/broker-facilitated

ransactions may limit the information the homeowner has about a

otential buyer’s race and ethnicity, it also raises the possibility of

iscrimination on the part of the seller’s real estate agent, which

ight occur regardless of the race or ethnicity of the seller they

epresent. 33 
30 Ross and Turner (2005) report evidence that steering of blacks and Hispanics, 

n contrast to the declines in direct discrimination that have been observed, has 

ncreased in recent years 
31 Information obtained in private conversation with a real estate agent. 
32 Neither Cutler et al. (1999) nor Clapp and Ross (2004) find evidence of black 

remia in modern housing markets, concluding there was little evidence of central- 

zed, systematic exclusion of blacks from access to housing markets on the basis of 

ace. 
33 It is worth noting that the one-to-one nature of housing transactions means 

hat racial discrimination based on prejudice can certainly survive in equilibrium, 

ith prejudiced sellers simply foregoing some of their potential profits by refus- 

ng to sell to black or Hispanic buyers. The one-time nature of home sales does 

istinguish interactions in the owner- versus renter-occupied part of the hous- 

ng market, where landlords and tenants enter into a longer-term relationship. 
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Another possible explanation for the robust premia we find is

that non-white buyers pay higher prices because of differences in

bargaining power or search costs. On this theme, Harding et al.

(2003) develop a method that, under certain assumptions, allows

them to infer the relative bargaining power of buyers and sellers

involved in housing transactions using differences in their observ-

able characteristics. Using data from the American Housing Survey,

they find no evidence that blacks have lower bargaining power

in the housing market, which suggests that scope for price dis-

crimination against blacks may be limited. 34 Moreover, their es-

timates indicate that income and education – proxies for unob-

served wealth – are actually negatively related to bargaining power

in the housing market. This surprising result can be rationalized

based on the notion that wealthier people may not bargain as ag-

gressively because of diminishing marginal utility of wealth. If true,

this finding would suggest that blacks and Hispanics, who tend

have less income and wealth, should have the incentive to bargain

more aggressively. Yet against that, blacks and Hispanics also tend

to be first-time buyers, which they argue is associated with lower

bargaining power. As an alternative explanation, higher income or

wealthier buyers may face a higher opportunity cost of time and

thus are willing to accept somewhat higher prices. 

Search costs for non-white buyers might be higher for several

reasons. If, for example, a substantial portion of sellers were his-

torically unwilling to sell to minority buyers (see e.g., Courant,

1978 ), such buyers might then incorporate these expectations in

their search behavior by performing more intensive searches in ar-

eas amenable to their race and perhaps avoiding homes for sale in

areas that were not. 35 Alternatively, ongoing steering on the part of

real estate agents may contribute to increasing search costs facing

blacks and Hispanics, especially those searching in predominantly

white neighborhoods ( Turner et al., 2013; Ross and Turner, 2005 ).

In both cases, the effective cost of continuing to search for a suit-

able home would be higher for non-white buyers, and this might

lead them to settle for a higher transaction price in order to secure

a property of their liking. The results showing that non-white buy-

ers appear pay a premium with sellers of all races are consistent

with this potential explanation. 

7. Summary and conclusion 

This paper has presented new estimates of the extent of any

price differentials in the housing market on the basis of buyer

race/ethnicity. Combining a repeat-sales approach with a rich new

panel dataset that enabled us to control for unobserved housing

and neighborhood quality more fully than in prior work, our anal-

ysis has documented statistically significant premia in the prices

paid by black and Hispanic buyers in each of the four major

metropolitan areas we studied – a result that is both new in the

context of the traditional approach to estimating racial price pre-

mia and complementary to the best-known findings in the re-

cent literature. Conditioning on flexible functions of income as well

as lender fixed effects, the results indicated that the estimated

racial/ethnic premia remained positive and even increased in size,

implying that the correlation of race with these financial factors

serves to lower the premia in our baseline specification. 

Having established that there are robust differences in the

prices paid by buyers of different races/ethnicities, we then consid-
Interestingly, Early et al. (2016) estimate racial price differentials in the rental mar- 

ket of a similar magnitude to the ones we report here. 
34 In the application in their paper, the authors concede that their ability to detect 

racial price discrimination is limited by the relatively small number of mixed-race 

transactions in their American Housing Survey data. 
35 Consistent with this, we find evidence that blacks and Hispanics are dispropor- 

tionately more likely to purchase homes from other blacks and Hispanics within a 

given neighborhood (in results not reported in the paper). 

l  

t  

p  

q

n

red whether systematic cross-racial bias by sellers could explain

hese differences. Here, we found that the premia paid by black

nd Hispanic buyers are higher when buying from black and His-

anic sellers than from whites. Indeed, pooling across all the cities

n our sample, we found the premia to be highest for blacks when

urchasing homes from blacks, and for Hispanics when purchasing

rom Hispanics. While these results provide evidence against racial

ias on the part of sellers as the primary explanation for the esti-

ated racial price premia, we cannot rule out that prejudice may

ead to the exclusion of minority buyers from purchasing certain

roperties in the first place – the steering channel assessed in var-

ous audit studies. 

No matter what the ultimate reason for the price premia, our

esults imply that systematic, robust racial/ethnic differences in the

rice paid to buy a home – on the order of 2% on average in multi-

le major US markets – persist to the present day, long after many

f the most overt forms of institutional discrimination have been

liminated. Considering the average purchase price paid by a black

omebuyer in the overall sample is approximately $180,0 0 0, this

ranslates into an average premium of nearly $4,0 0 0 per transac-

ion – a substantial amount relative to average household incomes

f blacks in these major cities. 

These price differentials are likely to have important implica-

ions for a range of other social and economic outcomes, includ-

ng the evolution of racial differences in wealth, home ownership

ates, and location decisions. Faced with what amounts to a sub-

tantial transaction tax with each home purchase, one would nat-

rally expect home ownership rates to be lower and the benefits

f ownership for wealth accumulation to be systematically dimin-

shed for minority households. Moreover, to the extent that these

ifferentials represent price discrimination, the added cost may

lter black and Hispanic household location decisions (i.e., lead-

ng to the choice of neighborhoods with more rental properties

r lower prices). 36 Hence, existing residential segregation may be

einforced, which has further important consequences for educa-

ional and labor market outcomes in the longer term. 

ata appendix 

This data appendix is subdivided into three sections. The first

escribes the main data sources we use to build our new dataset;

he second lays out the merge procedure we follow in some de-

ail; and the third explains the sample restrictions we impose to

rrive at the final dataset, along with the construction of several

ey variables. In the process, we provide a numerical description

f the merge’s success, as well as a comparison between the ‘over-

ll’ merged dataset and the final repeat-sales sample that is used

n our empirical analysis. 

1. Data Sources 

The dataset we have assembled combines information from

hree sources: proprietary housing transactions data collected by

ataQuick ; publicly-available loan application registry information

ontained in the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data files;

nd neighborhood demographic information from the decennial

ensus. 

The DataQuick data provide very detailed information about in-

ividual housing transactions: the transaction price, date of sale,

oan amount, lender name, and location of the home for each

ransaction, along with assessor information. In addition, each

roperty is characterized by a unique identifier that makes it
36 See Yinger (1995) and Cutler and Glaeser (1997) for discussions of the conse- 

uences of segregation for educational and labor market outcomes. It is particularly 

oteworthy that the estimated premia are largest for black households in Chicago 

and Maryland – metropolitan areas that remain largely segregated along racial lines 

to this day. 
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ossible to track the longitudinal transactions history of each

ome. 

The HMDA data provide demographic information for each

ortgage applicant, as required under the HMDA legislation in or-

er to monitor potential redlining and discriminatory lending be-

avior. From these data, we are able to retrieve the race/ethnicity

nd income of the buyer, along with the transactions date and the

ensus tract of the home in question for linkage purposes. (Further

nformation is available at http://www.ffiec.gov .) 

Tract-level neighborhood racial compositions are drawn from

he 1990 and 20 0 0 Censuses. 

2. Merge Description 

As noted in the main text, the DataQuick housing transaction

les do not contain any information about buyers beyond their

ames. In order to make use of household demographic charac-

eristics and self-reported income levels, we match housing trans-

ctions and assessor information available in the DataQuick files

ith detailed loan application data in the Home Mortgage Disclo-

ure Act (HMDA) files. Before setting out the merge procedure, we

escribe how the main data components are prepared. 

Data Preparation 

The DataQuick data consist of transactions and assessor infor-

ation for each transaction during the observation period. 

We perform pre-merge cleaning of the raw DataQuick data:

dentifying transactions with 0 and missing loan amounts for elim-

nation; condensing three-way sales to ensure a unique transac-

ion; dropping clear data entry errors; dropping properties pur-

hased by business entities; and dropping transactions with a

ominal price of 0. In addition, we create two rounded loan

mount variables: (1) loan amounts rounded to the nearest ten-

ollars amount, and (2) loan amounts rounded to the nearest five-

ollar increment. Since there are sometimes small discrepancies

etween the recorded loan amounts in HMDA and DataQuick for

omes otherwise matched well using our other keys, these sepa-

ate variables are used to further refine the match. 

The HMDA data files are constructed using county-level infor-

ation from each of our chosen MSAs. We create loan application

egistry files separately by year for each MSA. Each loan applica-

ion has a number of key pieces of information: applicant (and

o-applicant, if any) name(s); the gender of each applicant; loan

mount; loan year; and the census tract where the home is lo-

ated. 

An important issue for our study concerns maintaining con-

istent coding of race and ethnicity variables for the applicant

nd co-applicant across the entire sample period. In 2004, in line

ith changes instituted in the 20 0 0 US Census, HMDA changed

he manner in which the race and ethnicity of borrowers were

ecorded, in two ways. First, instead of treating Hispanic as a ‘race,’

MDA moved to classifying race and Hispanic ethnicity separately,

herefore allowing for people of any race to claim Hispanic ances-

ry. In addition, the Asian racial category was split into two cate-

ories: (1) Asian and (2) Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander.

o ensure uniformity of the race/ethnicity variables across the en-

ire sample period, we recode the post-2004 race/ethnicity vari-

bles to be consistent with their coding prior to 2004. Thus, any

pplicant or co-applicant reporting Hispanic ancestry is assigned

o the Hispanic category. Similarly, any applicant or co-applicant

eporting Asian, Native Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander ancestry and

o Hispanic ancestry is placed in the Asian category. 

Having implemented consistent coding of race/ethnicity, we

rop all loan applications that were not originated. We then ap-

end these files for use in the merge described below. 

Merge Algorithm 

The merge process begins by joining the HMDA and DataQuick

les, based on the full 11-digit census tract number, county, and

oan amount, separately by year. Then, a crosswalk is merged into
his joined dataset to account for small lenders who use larger

enders when reporting to HMDA. 

1. An initial ‘join’ based on census tract, year, and loan amount

yields all reasonable matches. 

2. We then proceed with the primary match algorithm, which

ranks the resulting matches based on flagcodes, and retains

the lowest flagcode (representing the best match quality) for

each transaction. After initial assignment of these flagcodes,

the algorithm then carries out further refinements. 

3. All separate year files are appended. The program then en-

sures no unique mortgage is originated in two years. Next,

if multiple mortgages are matched to the same house, the

program first identifies the best match based on the crite-

ria that we used to classify match quality, then retains this

match and eliminates the rest. If the duplicate mortgages

are of the same quality, we then attempt to determine if

they are indeed duplicates or rather the consequence of data

problems. To that end, we randomly choose one home and

compare the other on the basis of applicant demographics

discussed below. If any differences in these demographics

are found, then the extra match is nullified. If not, then we

randomly choose which match to use since it is a true dupli-

cate report. Observations surviving that procedure are con-

sidered to be unmatched. 

4. In a final step, we assign a match quality designation to each

home. We classify these matches into the following cate-

gories: ‘Perfect matches’ refer to unique initial matches on

the basis of the four matching keys: census tract, year, loan

amount, and lender name. ‘High-quality matches’ include

perfect matches (so defined) plus matches that differ very

slightly, either on the basis of small discrepancies in loan

amounts or 6-digit census tract identifiers. ‘Medium-quality

matches’ are duplicate matches in which randomization was

used to select the house we consider matched. And ‘Low-

quality matches’ consist of all other matches in the dataset,

based on our best guess given the closeness of our matching

keys. Unmatched homes consist of cash-only transactions,

duplicate houses in which the demographic information in

the HMDA files does not match, and houses with errors in

the matching keys or missing matching keys. 

The counties used to construct our sample are as follows:

Chicago’ consists of homes sold in Cook, DuPage, Lake, and Will

ounties; ‘Los Angeles’ refers to LA and Orange Counties; ‘Mary-

and’ comprises Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Calvert, and Howard

ounties along with Baltimore City, and in the DC area, Prince

eorge’s, Montgomery, and Fredrick Counties; and ‘San Francisco’

onsists of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Ma-

eo, and Santa Clara Counties. 

In Data Appendix Table 1 , we present summary statistics that

escribe the success of the match among these counties. The Over-

ll panel of the table shows that an average of 67% of all sales

ransactions across the four cities were matched (the range being

4 to 71%). In the bottom panel, labeled Match Quality, we de-

cribe the quality of the matches. The majority of these matches

re so-called perfect matches – those unique matches achieved

olely on the basis of our four matching keys. Because there is

ess certainty about the quality of the matches beyond these per-

ect matches, we provide a robustness test (see Table 4 ) where we

stimate our baseline regression model using only these perfect

atches. 

To explore potential selection biases induced by the match

rocedure, we compare observable features of unmatched and

atched houses in Data Appendix Table 2 . Here, we focus on Los

ngeles and San Francisco, because many house-specific charac-

eristics are not available for Chicago and Maryland in our data.

http://www.ffiec.gov
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Data Appendix Table 1 

Performance of the merge procedure. 

Chicago San Francisco Maryland Los Angeles All-City 

Total observations 1,180,387 1,442,806 1,019,135 2,527,439 6,169,767 

Overall 

Matched 0.71 0.66 0.68 0.64 0.67 

Cash only 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.13 

Match Quality 

Perfect matches 0.70 0.72 0.71 0.64 0.67 

High-quality matches 0.81 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 

Medium-quality matches 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Low-quality matches 0.17 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.14 

Notes : The table summarizes, by MSA and aggregated overall, the HMDA- DataQuick merge for those 

counties used in the study, as discussed in the text. Total observations consist of all possible homes in 

the DataQuick file for those counties. The Matched row in the Overall panel refers to the fraction of the 

total observations that were successfully matched using the algorithm described in the Data appendix; 

the Cash only row consists of the fraction of total observations that were unmatched as a consequence 

of not appearing in HMDA because no mortgage was originated. The Match Quality panel summarizes 

the relative quality of the matches among those houses that were successfully matched. The matches 

are defined as follows: Perfect Matches refer to houses that can be merged uniquely on the basis of 

the four matching variables (as described in the Data appendix); High-Quality Matches refer to Perfect 

Matches plus almost-unique matches differing only slightly on the basis of loan amount or 6-digit cen- 

sus tract; Medium-Quality Matches are duplicate matches in which randomization was used to select 

those houses considered to be matched; and Low-Quality Matches consist of all other matches. Un- 

matched homes constitute the remainder, consisting of cash transactions, duplicate houses in which the 

demographic information in the HMDA files do not match, and houses with errors in the matching keys. 

Data Appendix Table 2 

Comparison of matched and unmatched homes – LA and SF. 

Los Angeles San Francisco 

Matched Unmatched Matched Unmatched 

Housing characteristic 

Year built 1964 1966 1958 1956 

Square footage 1521.3 1515.4 1666.3 1718.8 

Lot size 8612.4 9120.7 17,182.2 16,764.0 

Total rooms 4.8 4.2 6.4 6.4 

Bedrooms 2.8 2.7 3.0 3.0 

Bathrooms 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 

Observations 1,628,525 898,812 954,115 488,616 

Notes : This table provides a comparison of the observable characteristics of matched 

and unmatched homes that appear in the Los Angeles and San Francisco datasets 

for those homes that had non-missing characteristics. We do not include the com- 

parisons for the Chicago and Maryland MSAs as many of these characteristics are 

not available for the majority of homes there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

37 Treating these interracial couples as white has little impact to the qualitative 

nature of the results for blacks and Hispanics as most interracial couples in the 

data are white and Asian. 
Specifically, we compare houses in the matched versus unmatched

categories on the basis of rooms, bathrooms, and square footage.

It is clear that no large discrepancies emerge when making these

comparisons. 

3. Sample Construction 

In this section, we describe the construction of key variables

used in the analysis and sample restrictions applied to these

matched data in order to arrive at the repeat-sales sample used

in the main empirical analysis. 

The final dataset for each city used in the empirical analysis

is constructed from the matched DataQuick -HMDA data. Our sam-

ple consists of data for San Francisco and Los Angeles metropoli-

tan areas from 1988–2007, and for the Chicago metropolitan area

and Baltimore-Washington DC corridor in Maryland from 1997–

2007. Within these sample years, we focus on transactions in-

volving single-family homes, condominiums and townhouses pur-

chased using a mortgage. (We discuss other sample restrictions be-

low.) 

Variable Construction 

We provide a brief description of the way several key variables

are constructed: 

a. Race Variables: The HMDA files provide the race and ethnic-

ity of the ‘Applicant’ and the ‘Co-Applicant.’ The race of the
household is assigned using these variables. We form four

groups: ‘Black,’ ‘Hispanic,’ ‘White,’ and ‘Asian and Other.’

As Hispanic households can technically be of any race, ev-

ery household listing Hispanic ethnicity is assigned to that

group. If both applicant and – where relevant – co-applicant

indicate white race and non-Hispanic ethnicity, then the

household is assigned to the white category. Any households

that include members of non-white minorities and/or His-

panic ethnicity are assigned to non-white racial or ethnic

groups. If at least one applicant is black and non-Hispanic,

then they are assigned to the black category. If either appli-

cant or co-applicant reports that they are Hispanic, then we

assign them to the Hispanic ethnic category. All non-black

or non-Hispanic households who are not considered white

are assigned to the Asian and Other category. For interracial

and inter-ethnic couples consisting of an Asian and a white

person, we treat such couples as Asian households for the

purposes of the analysis. 37 

b. Race-to-Race Matches: Race-to-race matches for the buyer-

seller analysis are constructed on the following lines: When

a house is involved in a repeat sale, we assign the race

of the buyer of that home to the seller when the home

sells next. On that basis, for every house in the repeat-

sale sample that has complete information, we are able to

determine the race/ethnicity of the buyer and seller, save

for the first transaction. In that case, we do not know the

race of the seller, so we cannot classify its transaction type

fully. We implemented several approaches (Approaches 1–

3) to deal with this problem, discussed in more detail in

the paper. Under the first approach, we exclude the homes

with no race information from the analysis. Our second ap-

proach creates an ‘unobserved’ category for homes that have

no associated initial information. A third strategy (Approach

3) assigns the race/ethnicity of the missing initial seller to

be equal to the race/ethnicity of the first observed buyer,

thereby setting the racial/ethnic difference on this first
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Table A1 

Comparison of repeat-sales sample with overall transactions sample. 

Repeat-sales sample 

Chicago San Francisco Maryland Los Angeles 

Buyer race (proportions) 

White 0.74 0.61 0.62 0.64 

Black 0.09 0.04 0.25 0.06 

Hispanic 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.11 

Asian and other 0.09 0.29 0.08 0.19 

Transaction statistics ($) 

Mean transaction price 220,737 380,258 227,944 306,974 

Median transaction price 182,500 312,500 190,0 0 0 239,0 0 0 

Mean income 86,558 120,489 88,188 106,434 

Median income 67,0 0 0 99,0 0 0 71,0 0 0 81,0 0 0 

Median down-payment 27,500 78,0 0 0 22,0 0 0 48,500 

Observations 382, 389 535, 286 278, 221 925, 622 

Overall Sample 

Chicago San Francisco Maryland Los Angeles 

Buyer race (proportions) 

White 0.74 0.61 0.60 0.64 

Black 0.10 0.04 0.26 0.06 

Hispanic 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.10 

Asian and other 0.08 0.28 0.07 0.20 

Transaction statistics ($) 

Mean transaction price 225,761 394,285 235,986 310,514 

Median transaction price 188,0 0 0 324,500 186,0 0 0 239,0 0 0 

Mean income 86, 697 122,432 92,324 106,508 

Median income 68,0 0 0 101,0 0 0 72,0 0 0 80,0 0 0 

Median down-payment 36,0 0 0 75,499 33,0 0 0 48,0 0 0 

Observations 1,065,154 1,271,820 793,900 1,998,526 

Notes : This table compares characteristics of the repeat-sales sample (i.e., transactions in- 

volving houses that sell a minimum of twice) with the overall sample of transactions for 

the four metropolitan areas. Statistics for the repeat-sales sample are reported in the up- 

per panel and for the overall sample, in the lower panel. The transaction price is the 

actual recorded closing price of the home.‘Income’ refers to reported income on the mort- 

gage application. (Sources: DataQuick and HMDA data.) 

Table A2 

Comparing characteristics of homes involved in two versus three or more repeat-sales transactions. 

Chicago San Francisco Maryland Los Angeles 

2 Only 3 or More 2 Only 3 or More 2 Only 3 or More 2 Only 3 or More 

Mean price 222,027 214,981 388,152 365,154 231,013 214,356 310,845 299,167 

Median price 184,0 0 0 176,500 320,0 0 0 30 0,0 0 0 193,852 180,0 0 0 240,0 0 0 234,500 

Square footage 1945 1743 1445 1335 1364 1320 1407 1223 

Baths 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Bedrooms – – 3 3 - – 3 3 

Observations 228,039 51,115 341,251 178,350 166,787 37,666 527,960 261,791 

Notes : The table compares observable characteristics of homes that are sold only twice versus three or more times in 

the repeat-sales sample for homes that had non-missing characteristics. The number of bedrooms is not available in the 

Chicago and Maryland datasets. In addition, the number of baths is only available for less 30% of the sample in both the 

Chicago and Maryland datasets. 
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transaction to be zero. An additional approach not reported

here assigns “white” to all homes with unobserved race/

ethnicity. 

c. Down payment Variables: Down payments are calculated

in the following manner: We sum up the total mortgage

amounts reported in the loan application registry. Then we

take the difference between the total amount of mortgage

taken out on the house and the transaction price. We clas-

sify households as making a ‘standard’ down payment if

their down payment constitutes at least 20% of the purchase

price. 

d. Lender Fixed Effects: These are constructed using the lender

code variable provided in the data. To conserve parameters,

lenders in the top 50th percentile of loans originated are
considered individually, while the rest are amalgamated into

a single category, as many of these lenders originated fewer

than 20 loans in the dataset. 

e. Census Variables: Neighborhood characteristics are drawn

from the 1990 and 20 0 0 Censuses. We use 1990-to-20 0 0

crosswalks to connect tracts across time in a stable way. 

Sample Restrictions 

In order to arrive at the final dataset used in our empirical anal-

sis, we impose a number of sample restrictions on the matched

ata for each city. 

These include: 

1. Outlier Prices: We trim the data based on outlier prices,

dropping transactions above the 99th percentile and below

the 1st percentile. 
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Table A3 

Heterogeneity in racial/ethnic price differentials based on buyer income quartile. 

All-city estimates 

Black Hispanic 

Main 0.038 0.022 

[0.007] [0.005] 

x Income Quartile 2 −0.01 0.005 

[0.005] [0.002] 

x Income Quartile 3 −0.02 −0.005 

[0.005] [0.003] 

x Income Quartile 4 -0.024 -0.016 

[0.006] [0.004] 

Other controls Yes Yes 

House fixed effects Yes Yes 

Tract x time fixed effects Yes 

Observations 2,121,518 2,121,518 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. Estimates are derived from a re- 

gression of log transaction price on race indicators, a set of house fixed effects and 

a set of neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. ‘Other controls’ include income quartile 

indicators and a down payment percentage polynomial. Income quartile indicators 

are assigned using the city-specific buyer income distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A4 

Heterogeneity in racial/ethnic price differentials - pre-2004 transactions. 

White seller Black seller Hispanic seller Obs. 

Approach 1 108,322 

Black buyer 0.023 0.041 0.031 

[0.012] [0.028] [0.021] 

Hispanic buyer 0.010 0.007 0.024 

[0.007] [0.021] [0.012] 

White buyer – 0.012 −0.005 

[0.010] [0.008] 

Approach 2 1,508,721 

Black buyer 0.016 0.023 0.083 

[0.010] [0.008] [0.038] 

Hispanic buyer 0.031 0.032 0.031 

[0.007] [0.008] [0.011] 

White buyer – 0.037 0.002 

[0.027] [0.005] 

Approach 3 

Black buyer 0.014 0.026 0.016 1,508,721 

[0.013] [0.016] [0.010] 

Hispanic buyer 0.011 0.016 0.018 

[0.008] [0.014] [0.010] 

White buyer – −0.001 0.004 

[0.014] [0.006] 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. Estimates are derived from a re- 

gression of log transaction prices on race indicators and other variables, includ- 

ing buyer income and down-payment percentage. Each regression includes a set of 

neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. All comparisons are relative to a white-to-white 

transaction. Estimates are reported for three alternative specifications, described as 

‘Approach 1,’ ‘Approach 2,’ and ‘Approach 3’ in the text. 

Table A5 

Heterogeneity in racial/ethnic price differentials – no house FEs. 

White seller Black seller Hispanic seller Obs. 

Approach 1 557,815 

Black buyer −0.014 −0.041 −0.069 

[0.006] [0.014] [0.009] 

Hispanic buyer −0.046 −0.049 −0.057 

[0.005] [0.008] [0.008] 

White buyer – −0.047 −0.089 

[0.006] [0.005] 

Approach 2 2,121,518 

Black buyer −0.021 −0.028 −0.066 

[0.004] [0.006] [0.005] 

Hispanic buyer −0.043 −0.040 −0.046 

[0.003] [0.007] [0.005] 

White buyer – −0.036 −0.061 

[0.004] [0.005] 

Approach 3 2,121,518 

Black buyer −0.007 −0.021 −0.023 

[0.010] [0.014] [0.014] 

Hispanic buyer −0.018 −0.019 −0.018 

[0.011] [0.008] [0.015] 

White buyer – −0.042 −0.069 

[0.008] [0.019] 

Notes : Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets. Estimates are derived from a re- 

gression of log transaction prices on race indicators and other variables, includ- 

ing buyer income and down-payment percentage. Each regression includes a set of 

neighborhood-by-time fixed effects. All comparisons are relative to a white-to-white 

transaction. Estimates are reported for three alternative specifications, described as 

‘Approach 1,’ ‘Approach 2,’ and ‘Approach 3’ in the text. 

o  

p  

t  
2. Arms-length Transactions: These are transactions conducted

by two independent parties. They exclude, for example,

transactions between parents and children, the concern be-

ing that if the parties are not independent, the price may

not reflect the fair market value. All transactions not listed

as ‘arms-length’ using the relevant flag in the DataQuick data

are excluded. 

3. Land Sales: To ensure all transactions actually involve homes,

we eliminate all sales that consist of unimproved land with

no structure. 

4. Construction Year: We eliminate any home whose construc-

tion year is recorded as being after the transaction date. 

5. Annualized Appreciation: We drop houses that experienced

annualized appreciation in excess of 100%. 38 

6. ‘Major Improvements’: We drop houses that have under-

gone major improvements as indicated by flags for ‘major

improvements’ in the DataQuick data. To deal with issues

related to possible unobserved renovation, we remove any

house whose loan amount is greater than the actual trans-

action price, as such additional funds are likely to be used

for improvements to the house. Further, the cuts based on

house price appreciation already mentioned help mitigate

concerns about unobserved major improvements. 

7. Income: Household income is reported by households on

their mortgage application. We dropped observations on the

basis of potential data entry errors such as negative or im-

plausibly large income. 

Final dataset 

Having implemented the merge procedure, data construction,

and sample restriction steps described above, we arrive at the final

dataset used in our analysis. 

A summary comparison of the repeat-sales sample with the

overall transactions sample is presented in Appendix Table A1 . It

is apparent that the repeat-sales sample is highly representative of

the overall sample, both in terms of the racial composition of buy-

ers and transaction prices. 

Among the set of homes that sold repeatedly, there is a poten-

tial concern that those selling only twice during the sample period

might differ from those that sold more than twice. To shed light
38 In an earlier version of the paper, we trimmed the data based on annualized 

appreciation in excess of 200%. 

c  

g  

b  

l

n this issue, Appendix Table A2 presents summary statistics com-

aring homes that sold twice with homes that sold three or more

imes. The table makes clear that there are only small discrepan-

ies in the transaction prices and square footage across the two

roups of homes, and they are very similar in terms of the num-

er of beds and bathrooms, suggesting that any bias issues are not

ikely to be serious in practice. 
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Table A6 

Probability of purchasing from a white seller – matched sample. 

Obs. 

Chicago 

Black 0.19 0.31 384,114 

Hispanic 0.29 0.34 

White 0.92 0.89 

San Francisco 535,286 

Black 0.20 0.23 

Hispanic 0.15 0.19 

White 0.89 0.86 

Maryland 279,304 

Black 0.19 0.25 

Hispanic 0.15 0.27 

White 0.92 0.88 

Los Angeles 926,713 

Black 0.37 0.23 

Hispanic 0.36 0.20 

White 0.90 0.85 

Tract FEs? No Yes 

Notes : Probability of purchasing a house from a white seller conditional on being a 

black, Hispanic or white buyer – estimates from a linear probability model. 
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